Text highlighted in blue are matters that the experts considered to be best addressed by
others
Text in red in conditions ON.2 and ON.9 was added by Jon Styles on 12 July 2017 following
agreement with Siiri Wilkening and to accord with the updated charts in Appendix A.

ON.1
For the purposes of conditions ON.2 to ON.14:
a) BPO – means the Best Practicable Option in accordance with s16 of the Resource
Management Act;
b) NZS 6806 – means New Zealand Standard NZS 6806:2010 Acoustics – Road-traffic
noise – New and altered roads;
c) Building-Modification Mitigation – has the same meaning as in NZS 6806;
d) Habitable Space – has the same meaning as in NZS 6806;

e) Noise Assessment – Means the Traffic Noise and Vibration Assessment Report
submitted with the NoR;
f)

PPFs – Protected Premises and Facilities and has the same meaning as in NZS
6806. For the purpose of these conditions they include all dwellings in Stage 1 of
Colliston Rise where Building Consent or Resource Consent which authorises the
construction of a dwelling has been granted; and

g) Structural Mitigation – has the same meaning as in NZS 6806. For the purpose of
these conditions the structural mitigation measures are low noise road surface
materials and noise barriers.
ON.2
The Requiring Authority shall design and construct the project to ensure that the predicted
noise levels for the preferred option (contained in Appendix A to these conditions) are not
exceeded by more than 2dB at any PPF.
Appendix A:
The experts note that Appendix A is yet to be prepared, but will be based on the graphs
attached to the JWS as Annexure 7 with the ‘do-nothing’ predicted noise levels removed, so
only the predicted noise levels for the Preferred Design Option (including the full 2.4m barrier
along Upper Harbour Highway as recommended in the JWS) are shown. The experts note
that at least part of this barrier was not included in the notified Notice of Requirement.
Therefore, if all or part of the barrier does not proceed, the predictions in Appendix A and
requirement of ON.3(c) below will need to be updated.
Appendix A should include notes to say that:
a) The predicted noise level for existing PPFs are for 1.5m above the floor level of the
highest floor of the building existing at the date of notification of the NoR
b) For Stage 1 of Colliston Rise (include Lot numbers), the predicted noise levels are
3m inside the western boundary of any Lot and 4.5m above ground level.

ON.3
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The Requiring Authority shall incorporate the following Structural Mitigation measures in the
project:
a) Noise barriers with location, length and height in accordance with the Noise
Assessment; and
b) Open Graded Porous Asphalt (or other low-noise road surface with equal or better
noise reduction performance) on all sections of the project except where a higher
friction (for safety) or stronger surface is required; and
c) A 2.4m high barrier as shown in plan <<insert reference to final UDLF plans>>.
In the event that the Requiring Authority proposes to change any of the requirements of (a)
to (c), above, it shall demonstrate to the satisfaction of the Council <<insert delegation>>
that condition ON.2 will still be complied with. The Council shall certify any changes prior to
the construction of the altered Structural Mitigation measure.
Refer note under ON.2
ON.4
In the event that any change to the design would result in non-compliance with condition
ON.2, the Requiring Authority shall:
a) Reassess the relevant part of the project in accordance with section 6.3 of NZS6806
except that the “Relevant Noise Criteria” referred to in subsection 6.3(a) shall be
replaced with the criteria in condition ON.2;
b) Submit the assessment to the Council for its determination of whether the change in
effect is sufficient to require notification of those affected, and if not, to certify that the
proposed change in effect is acceptable and the change can proceed.
The experts acknowledge that the wording of this condition may require refinement. Their
main concern is that large changes in effect are addressed in an appropriate way, and that
small changes are not unnecessarily notified or otherwise put through an additional process
which may be unwarranted.
ON.5
The experts request that the planning experts consider whether a condition is required that
consultation be undertaken with affected stakeholders regarding the design and
implementation of noise barriers and building modification mitigation, and to maintain a
record of all such consultation. The experts wonder whether this could included here or be
incorporated into one of the more general consultation provisions.
ON.6
All mitigation measures shall be implemented as early as practicable. The Requiring
Authority shall identify which (if any) of the traffic noise barriers cannot be constructed before
major works commence, and advise the Council of the reasons why, in writing prior to major
construction works commencing in that area.
ON.7
Within twelve months of practical completion of construction of the project, the Requiring
Authority shall prepare and submit a report to the Council for certification to demonstrate
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compliance with conditions ON.2, ON.3 and ON.4. The report shall contain a description of,
and the results from, a computer noise model of the project as constructed.
The report shall include the results of field measurements at a minimum of six representative
PPFs within the project. The results of the noise level monitoring shall be used to calibrate a
computer noise model. Noise monitoring shall be in accordance with the requirements of
NZS 6806.
ON.8
The noise barriers shall be maintained so that they retain their noise reduction performance,
and the low noise road surfaces shall be maintained so that they retain their noise reduction
performance as far as practicable.
ON.9
Prior to construction of the Project, a suitably qualified and experienced acoustics specialist
approved by the Council shall identify those PPFs where, following implementation of all the
structural mitigation measures:
a) Both of the following occur:
i)

A noise level increase of more than 2dB will occur due to road-traffic noise
from the Project (determined by comparing the predicted noise levels for the
final design with the predicted noise levels for the Do-nothing option as
contained in Appendix A to these conditions); and

ii)

Habitable spaces are likely to receive in excess of 45dB LAeq(24hr) from
motorway operational noise with windows closed, in the Design Year;

or
b) Noise levels will be within Category C according to NZS6806
For those PPFs, following the process set out in Conditions ON.9 to ON.14, it shall be
determined which Building Modification Mitigation is required to achieve 40 dB LAeq(24hr)
inside habitable spaces.
ON.10
As early as practicable and prior to any major construction works occurring in the vicinity of
any PPF identified under condition ON.9, the Requiring Authority shall write to the owner of
that PPF requesting entry to assess the noise reduction performance of the existing building
envelope. If the building owner agrees to entry within twelve months of the date of the
Requiring Authority’s letter, the Requiring Authority shall instruct a suitably qualified
acoustics specialist to visit the building and assess the noise reduction performance of the
existing building envelope.
The experts consider that 12 months (and 6 months for ON.12) is a long time and noise
reduction benefits could be realised earlier if this timeframe was shortened (to perhaps 3
months).
ON.11
For each PPF identified under condition ON.9, the Requiring Authority is deemed to have
complied with condition ON.10 if:
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a) The Requiring Authority’s acoustics specialist has visited and assessed the building;
or
b) The building owner agreed to entry, but the Requiring Authority could not gain entry
for some reason (such as entry denied by a tenant); or
c) The building owner did not agree to entry within twelve months of the date of the
Requiring Authority’s letter sent in accordance with condition ON.10 (including where
the owner did not respond within that period); or
d) The building owner cannot, after reasonable enquiry, be found prior to completion of
construction of the project.
If any of (b) to (d) above apply to a PPF identified under condition ON.9, the Requiring
Authority is not required to implement Building-Modification Mitigation to that building.
ON.12
Subject to condition ON.11, within six months of the assessment required by condition
ON.10, the Requiring Authority must write to the owner of each PPF identified under
condition ON.9 advising:
a) If Building-Modification Mitigation is required to achieve 40 dB LAeq(24hr) inside
habitable spaces; and
b) The proposal for Building-Modification Mitigation to the building, if required; and
c) That the owner has three months to decide whether to accept Building-Modification
Mitigation to the building and to advise which option for Building-Modification
Mitigation the owner prefers, if the Requiring Authority has advised that more than
one option is available.
ON.13
Once an agreement on Building-Modification Mitigation is reached between the Requiring
Authority and the owner of a PPF identified under condition ON.9, the mitigation must be
implemented, including any third party authorisations required, in a reasonable and practical
timeframe agreed between the Requiring Authority and the owner.
ON.14
Subject to condition ON.11, where Building-Modification Mitigation is required, the Requiring
Authority is deemed to have complied with condition ON.13 if:
a) The Requiring Authority has completed Building-Modification Mitigation to the
building; or
b) An alternative agreement for mitigation is reached between the Requiring Authority
and the building owner; or
c) The building owner did not accept the Requiring Authority’s offer to implement
Building-Modification Mitigation within three months of the date of the Requiring
Authority’s letter sent in accordance with condition ON.12 (including where the owner
did not respond within that period); or
d) The building owner cannot, after reasonable enquiry, be found prior to completion of
construction of the NCI Project.
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Conditions ON.9 to ON.14 contain numerous requirements that are outside the scope of the
experts’ area of expertise, although they are satisfied that the acoustical and technical
issues are satisfactory.
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Text highlighted in blue are matters that the experts considered to be best addressed by
others
CNV.1
a) A (CNVMP) shall be prepared by a Suitably Qualified Person, and shall be submitted
as part of the CEMP. The purpose of the CNVMP is to provide a framework for the
development and implementation of the Best Practicable Option (BPO) for the
management of all construction noise and vibration effects, and additionally to define
the procedures to be followed when the noise and vibration standards in the CNV
conditions are not met following the adoption of the BPO.
b) The CNVMP shall be prepared in accordance with the requirements of Annex E2 of
New Zealand Standard NZS 6803:1999 ‘Acoustics – Construction Noise’ (NZS
6803:1999) and shall address and the following matters as a minimum:
i)

Description of the works, anticipated equipment/processes and their scheduled
durations;

ii)

Hours of operation and duration for the major construction activities;

iii)

The construction noise and vibration standards for the project;

iv)

Identification of affected occupied buildings and any other sensitive receivers
(including unoccupied buildings) at each work area;

v)

Management and mitigation options to be adopted for all works during the
project, including prohibition of tonal reverse alarms;

vi)

Minimum safe distances from receivers for plant and machinery where
compliance with the project standards is met;

vii)

A procedure for developing and implementing the SSCNMPs and SSCVMPs
(as required by conditions CNV.6, CNV.7 and CNV.8 below) forming part of this
CNVMP;

viii)

Methods and frequency for monitoring and reporting on construction noise and
vibration;

ix)

Procedures for engaging with stakeholders, notifying of proposed construction
activities and handling noise and vibration complaints or a process for
integration with Stakeholder Management Plan?;

x)

Procedures for the regular training of the operators of construction equipment
to minimise noise and vibration as well as expected construction site
behaviours for all workers; and

xi)

Contact details for the Project Manager (or nominee) and the Consent Holder’s
Project Liaison Person (phone and email addresses).

xii)

Identification of businesses which operate processes, machinery or equipment
that may be unreasonably disrupted by construction vibration even where the
project vibration standards are met. For any such businesses a Schedule
prepared in accordance with CNV.8 shall be prepared and complied with.
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CNV.2
The Consent Holder shall implement the operational noise mitigation measures (traffic noise
barriers and building modification mitigation) as soon as practicable.
The noise experts note that the reference to the designation conditions remain – see
proposed condition in the ON set as well.

CNV.3
Noise arising from construction activities shall be measured and assessed in accordance
with NZS6803:1999 Acoustics - Construction Noise and shall comply, as far as practicable,
with the noise standards set out Table CNV.A:
Table CNV.A – Construction noise standards

Day

Time

LAeq

LAmax

Residential Receivers
0630-0730

55 dB

75 dB

0730-1800

70 dB

85 dB

1800-2000

65 dB

80 dB

2000-0630

45 dB

75 dB

0630-0730

45 dB

75 dB

0730-1800

70 dB

85 dB

1800-2000

45 dB

75 dB

2000-0630

45 dB

75 dB

0630-0730

45 dB

75 dB

0730-1800

55 dB

85 dB

1800-2000

45 dB

75 dB

2000-0630

45 dB

75 dB

Weekdays

Saturdays

Sundays

Industrial and commercial receivers
0730-1800

70 dB

--

1800-0730

75 dB

--

All days

CNV.4
Vibration arising from construction activities which may affect people and buildings shall be
measured in accordance with ISO 4866:2010 Mechanical vibration and shock – Vibration of
fixed structures – Guidelines for the measurement of vibrations and evaluation of their
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effects on structures, and shall comply, as far as practicable, with the Category A vibration
standards in Table CNV.B.
Table CNV.B: Construction vibration standards for people and buildings
Receiver

Details
Night-time
2000h - 0630h

Category A

Category B

0.3 mm/s PPV

1 mm/s PPV

1 mm/s PPV

5 mm/s PPV

2 mm/s PPV

5 mm/s PPV

5 mm/s PPV

Tables 1 and 3 of
DIN4150-3:1999

Occupied PPFs*
Daytime
0630h - 2000h
Other occupied
buildings

Daytime

All other buildings

At all times

0630h - 2000h

* For vibration, protected premises and facilities (PPFs) are dwellings, educational facilities, boarding
houses, homes for the elderly and retirement villages, marae, hospitals that contain in-house patient
facilities and buildings used as temporary accommodation (e.g. motels and hotels).

a) If measured or predicted vibration from construction activities exceeds the Category
A standards, the Consent Holder shall engage with the affected receivers to:
a. Discuss the nature of the work and the anticipated days and hours when the
high vibration works are likely to occur;
b. Determine whether the high vibration works could be timed or managed to
reduce the effects on the receiver.
The consent holder shall maintain a record of these discussions and make them
available to the Council on its request.
b) If measured or predicted vibration from construction activities exceeds the Category
B standards, those activities may only proceed subject to condition CNV.7.

CNV.5
Vibration arising from construction activities which may affect underground pipe work shall
be measured in accordance with DIN4150-3:1999 Structural vibration – Part 3: Effects of
vibration on structures, and shall comply, as far as practicable, with the vibration standards
in Table CNV.C.
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Table CNV.C: Construction vibration standards for underground pipe work
Pipe material

PPV (measured on the pipe)

Steel (including welded pipes)

100 mm/s

Clay, concrete, reinforced concrete, pre-stressed
concrete, metal (with or without flange)

80 mm/s

Masonry, plastic

50 mm/s

If measured or predicted vibration from construction activities exceeds the standards in
Table CNV.C, those activities may only proceed subject to condition CNV.7.

CNV.6
A Site Specific Construction Noise Management Plan (SSCNMP) shall be prepared when
construction noise is either predicted or measured to exceed the standards in Table CNV.A,
except where the exceedance of the standards in Table CNV.A is no greater than 5 decibels
and does not exceed:
i)

0700-2200: 1 period of up to 2 consecutive weeks in any rolling 8 week period;
or

ii)

2200-0700: 1 period of up to 2 consecutive nights in any rolling 10 day period.

The objective of the SSCNMP is to set out the BPO for the minimisation of noise effects of
the construction activity. The SSCNMP shall as a minimum set out:
i)

Construction activity location, start and finish dates;

ii)

The predicted noise level for the construction activity;

iii)

Noise limits to be complied with for the duration of the activity;

iv)

The mitigation options that have been selected and the options that have been
discounted as being impracticable;

v)

The proposed noise monitoring regime;

vi)

The consultation undertaken with owners and occupiers of sites subject to the
SSCNMP, and how consultation outcomes have been taken into account.

The SSCNMP shall be submitted to the Council for certification at least 7 working days,
where practicable, in advance of Construction Works which are covered by the scope of the
SSCNMP. Does this need to specify response timeframes for the Council to meet?

CNV.7
A Site Specific Construction Vibration Management Plan (SSCVMP) shall be prepared when
construction vibration is either predicted or measured to exceed the Category B standards in
Table CNV.B and the standards in Table CNV.C. The objective of the SSCVMP is to set out
the best practicable option for the minimisation of vibration effects of the construction
activity. The SSCVMP shall as a minimum set out:
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i)

The relevant construction activity location, start and finish dates;

ii)

The predicted vibration level for the construction activity;

iii)

The pre-condition surveys of buildings and pipe work which document their current
condition and any existing damage;

iv)

An assessment of each building and any pipe work to determine susceptibility to
damage from vibration and define acceptable vibration limits that the works must
comply with to avoid damage;

v)

The mitigation options that have been selected and the options that have been
discounted as being impracticable;

vi)

The proposed vibration monitoring regime;

vii)

The methods adopted to minimise amenity effects on buildings which remain
occupied during the works;

viii)

The consultation undertaken with owners and occupiers of sites subject to the
SSCVMP, and how consultation outcomes have and have not been taken into
account.

The experts note that the conditions do not limit the vibration levels unless damage is
prevented. This may generate significant effects on businesses which may lose custom
while works progress (for example retail businesses where people will not visit while the
building is subject to high vibration levels). Could such effects be dealt with elsewhere, for
example in a condition dealing with business disruption effects? This is mainly related to
demolition.
The SSCVMP shall be submitted to the Council for certification at least 7 working days,
where practicable, in advance of Construction Works which are covered by the scope of the
SSCVMP. Does this need to specify response timeframes for the Council to meet?

CNV.8
For any buildings identified in condition CNV.1(b)(xii), the Consent Holder shall prepare an
SSCVMP which shall include:
i)

An assessment of the sensitivity of the processes, machinery or equipment to
construction vibration;

ii)

Construction vibration limits specific to the sensitive activities which must be
complied with that will avoid unreasonable disruption of the businesses;

iii)

Procedures and methods for monitoring the vibration during works which may affect
these activities;

iv)

A process for dealing with any disagreement which may arise, particularly in relation
to the determination of specific vibration limits;

v)

The relevant construction activity location, start and finish dates;

vi)

The mitigation options that have been selected and the options that have been
discounted as being impracticable;
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vii)

The consultation undertaken with owners and occupiers of sites subject to the
SSCVMP, and how consultation outcomes have and have not been taken into
account.

CNV.9
If any damage to buildings or pipe work is shown to have occurred as a result of vibration
from the construction of the NCI Project, any such damage shall be remedied by the
Consent Holder.
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The experts recommend the following condition to address operational vibration effects
OV.1
The Requiring Authority shall ensure that the project is designed, constructed and maintained to
ensure that Class C of Norwegian Standard NS8176.E:2005 Vibration and Shock – Measurement of
vibration in buildings from land-based transport and guidance to evaluation of its effects on human
beings is complied with at any lawfully established occupied building.

Operational Noise Conditions
Appendix A

The following graphs show predicted noise levels for all PPFs identified in accordance with ON.1, and are
based on the following factors:
a) All noise levels are predicted for the design year (2031), with all structural mitigation (noise barriers
and low noise road surface) implemented.
b) All predictions are for the highest floor of each building.
c) For Colliston Rise Stage 1, the predictions are for a nominal location 3 metres from the western
boundary of each Lot, at a height of 4.5 metres above ground level, representing the second floor
level.
d) Predictions are sorted from lowest to highest for the Preferred Option
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Santiago Crescent 91
Sunset Road 170
Santiago Crescent 75
Santiago Crescent 26
Lavender Garden Lane 06
Santiago Crescent 93A
Santiago Crescent 89
Santiago Crescent 87
Spencer Road 64A
Cabello Place 11
Santiago Crescent 93B
Santiago Crescent 40
Santiago Crescent 38
Spencer Road 64B
Lavender Garden Lane 04
Lavender Garden Lane 14
Masons Road 60 A (1)
Santiago Crescent 36
Santiago Crescent 83
Masons Road 60 A (2)
Santiago Crescent 59A
Santiago Crescent 34
Santiago Crescent 85
Lavender Garden Lane 05
Santiago Crescent 77A
Santiago Crescent 28
Lavender Garden Lane 10
Santiago Crescent 73
Lavender Garden Lane 03
Lavender Garden Lane 08
Cabello Place 13
Lavender Garden Lane 12
Santiago Crescent 30
Masons Road 60 A (3)
Santiago Crescent 51
Lavender Garden Lane 07
Carrowmore 14
Santiago Crescent 53
Masons Road 60 A (4)
Santiago Crescent 77B
Lavender Garden Lane 09
Santiago Crescent 57
Santiago Crescent 55
Santiago Crescent 71
Masons Road 60 A (5)
Lavender Garden Lane 11
Spencer Road 71 (11)
Masons Road 60 A (6)
Spencer Road 66B
Lavender Garden Lane 16
Spencer Road 71 (10)
Santiago Crescent 69
Spencer Road 71 (01)
Santiago Crescent 79
Sunset Road 172
Spencer Road 71 (02)
Spencer Road 71 (12)
Cabello Place 15
Santiago Crescent 81
Cabello Place 17
Spencer Road 66A
Spencer Road 71 (03)
Spencer Road 71 (13)
Santiago Crescent 67
Masons Road 60 B (2)
Masons Road 60 B (1)
McClymonts Road 128
Spencer Road 71 (04)
Masons Road 60 C (1)
Santiago Crescent 61
Spencer Road 71 (05)
Masons Road 60 C (2)
Spencer Road 71 (14)
Masons Road 60 C (3)
Masons Road 60 C (4)
Spencer Road 71 (06)
Masons Road 60 B (3)
Santiago Crescent 65
Masons Road 60 B (4)
McClymonts Road 106
Spencer Road 71 (07)
Spencer Road 71 (08)
Masons Road 60 C (5)
Masons Road 60 C (6)
Santiago Crescent 59B
Masons Road 60 B (5)
Santiago Crescent 63
Spencer Road 71 (15)
McClymonts Road 128A
Masons Road 60 D (1)
McClymonts Road 126
Masons Road 60 D (2)
Spencer Road 71 (09)
Masons Road 60 D (3)
Masons Road 60 D (4)
Masons Road 60 E (1)
Masons Road 60 B (6)
Masons Road 60 E (2)
Masons Road 60 E (3)
Masons Road 60 E (4)
Masons Road 60 E (5)

dB LAeq(24h)
75
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70

65
65
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60

55
55
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50

45
45

PPFs
40

dB LAeq(24h)

PPFs adjacent to SH1
(Assessment areas 1 to 3)

Do-nothing

Preferred
Option

40
Barbados Drive 69
Barbados Drive 65
Barbados Drive 67
Barbados Drive 63
Barbados Drive 55
Grenadine Place 02B
Wren Place 04
Wren Place 03
Barbados Drive 01
Barbados Drive 53
Barbados Drive 50
Grenadine Place 02A
Barbados Drive 03
Barbados Drive 47
Barbados Drive 44B
Barbados Drive 46B
Barbados Drive 48B
Cabello Place 14
Jumento Place 04B
Meadowood Drive 53
Barbados Drive 05A
Cabello Place 03
Cabello Place 04
Cabello Place 09B
Barbados Drive 04
Jumento Place 01
Jumento Place 04
Wren Place 07
Barbados Drive 07A
Barbados Drive 38
Barbados Drive 48A
Cabello Place 12
Caribbean Drive 09
Cabello Place 06
Caribbean Drive 03A
Jacaranda Close 25
Barbados Drive 06
Barbados Drive 08
Barbados Drive 10
Barbados Drive 20B
Jumento Place 02
Barbados Drive 18A
Barbados Drive 18B
Barbados Drive 20A
Barbados Drive 30A
Barbados Drive 30B
Bardados Drive 61
Cabello Place 08
Cabello Place 10
Cabello Place 05
Cabello Place 09A
Meadowood Drive 51
Wren Place 05
Caribbean Drive 05B
Bluebird Crescent 104
Barbados Drive 14
Jacaranda Close 26
Barbados Drive 46A
Cabello Place 05A
Cabello Place 07
Caribbean Drive 07
Barbados Drive 49
Cabello Place 24
Bluebird Crescent 102
Magnolia Way 13
Pohutukawa Drive 2
Pohutukawa Drive 3
Barbados Drive 28
Barbados Drive 36
Barbados Drive 44A
Jacaranda Close 27
Barbados Drive 41A
Cabello Place 16
Barbados Drive 45
Barbados Drive 43
Cabello Place 23
Cabello Place 26
Cabello Place 27
Magnolia Way 12
Pohutukawa Drive 4
Barbados Drive 16
Barbados Drive 40
Pohutukawa Drive 1
Wren Place 08
Barbados Drive 09 (Childcare)
Cabello Place 19
Cabello Place 29
Cabello Place 31
Cabello Place 28
Cabello Place 30
Cabello Place 25
Barbados Drive 51
Magnolia Way 11
Wren Place 10
Meadowood Drive 56 (Childcare)
Barbados Drive 41B
Cabello Place 18
Cabello Place 20
Cabello Place 22
Caribbean Drive 03B
Wren Place 13
Jacaranda Close 18
Jacaranda Close 20
Magnolia Way 10
Caribbean Drive 05A
Barbados Drive 07B
Barbados Drive 05B
Barbados Drive 57
Barbados Drive 59
Bluebird Crescent 084
Jacaranda Close 16
Jacaranda Close 19
Jacaranda Close 21
Bluebird Crescent 072
Jacaranda Close 15
Jacaranda Close 17
Magnolia Way 09
Barbados Drive 15
Barbados Drive 25
Barbados Drive 27
Jacaranda Close 24
Barbados Drive 13
Barbados Drive 17
Barbados Drive 19
Barbados Drive 21
Barbados Drive 29
Barbados Drive 31
Barbados Drive 35
Barbados Drive 37
Barbados Drive 11
Caribbean Drive 01B
Caribbean Drive 01A
Wren Place 09
Wren Place 11
Bluebird Crescent 074
Jacaranda Close 14
Bluebird Crescent 076
Bluebird Crescent 086
Wren Place 12
Barbados Drive 23
Barbados Drive 39
Jacaranda Close 23
Barbados Drive 33
Bluebird Crescent 078
Bluebird Crescent 080
Bluebird Crescent 088
Jacaranda Close 22
Cabello Place 21
Bluebird Crescent 090
Wren Place 14
Bluebird Crescent 092
Bluebird Crescent 094
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PPFs adjacent to Upper Harbour Highway
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PPFs
40

Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 013
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 012
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 014
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 016
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 015
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 044
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 017
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 038
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 045
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 018
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 046
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 039
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 037
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 036
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 047
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 040
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 048
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 041
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 019
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 049
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 032
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 050
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 020
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 054
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 042
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 055
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 033
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 136
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 021
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 024
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 135
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 034
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 043
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 053
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 035
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 022
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 025
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 023
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 080
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 134
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 052
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 026
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 139
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 133
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 027
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 132
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 028
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 029
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 030
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 031
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 137
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 051
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 081
Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lot 138
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dB LAeq(24h)

Colliston Rise Stage 1 Lots
(Assessment area 2a)

Do-nothing
Preferred Option
Category A
Category B

